Many months ago, I have asked Satan in regards to this "Transhumanist" agenda. At some point many years ago I found this confusing due to lower understanding, despite of understanding something was inherently wrong with this as any person with a soul should.

This also involves the agenda of "Environmental" agenda questions, because it was something very difficult and guidance was required to be exact, an example of that being the "Carbon Dioxide In the Air" agenda or the "Global Warming" claim. Many scientists are already laughing at this, but the idea that so many abstract theories are used to wrestle us into a dystopia, is no laughing matter.

The enemy's "take" on this subject of "Transhumanism" is just another false human hating take, as they always do against mankind and people on earth.

Our development as a species is something that is coming as we exist, and this involves knowledge that is being bestowed on us. At the same rate, the enemy stands in the middle, stealing this, perverting this, and destroying the purpose of humanity entirely.

 Everything we are about to embark into or start developing, they pervert to the point it becomes a toxic danger to our existence, is given to us before our time and so on. That's because the enemy is an occupation force and not native to our planet, they don't care about the life on it.

Years ago, Satan did show me in detail and after a lot of meditation to clear the mind, about the "Creation" of Humans. Satan made us humans and is pro- humanity. The enemy, does hate Satan's creation and humanity, constantly blaming us merely for existing, only to justify killing our species or transforming it into a borg.

When I asked if the "Transhumanism" road was the correct to go, Satan merely showed me a very deep vision which summarizes to the fact that without a biological body, humanity loses its potential. It is absolutely a blessing and necessary for humanity to connect to the higher spiritual levels, and the biological body is a both a precursor and foundation to that end.

Many inferior beings who are only "material", or should we say, not even material [they are dead in most faculties], they want to replace the human body considering it "negative". The same goes strangely over the "Carbon Based" lifeform, which is based on Carbon. If you notice the environmental "Green" cult rhetoric, is to remove the Carbon Oxide from the earth's atmosphere. The Globalists also want to remove quite a few other things and living life made out of Carbon, that is, humans and living beings.

All of this could easily be replaced by them not burning forests, or creating conversion
machines. Yet, they want to justify that mass slaughter, desertification of life, or making people into QR mind controlled borgs as "necessary" in order to do this, which is part of their greater agenda that they are working on.

If they knew what was the real end of this [few of them do] they would have betrayed the enemy immediately. Little do they understand that they too fall in the hated category of the Greys and Reptilians, since they too are so called "Biological lifeforms".

If you look at the scientific observation of Carbon molecules, which of course, humans and other biological forms of life as known to earth exist, the Carbon particle has 6 protons, 6 electrons and 6 neutrons. All biological life has the blueprint of the "666" which the enemy fights against, etched on it. This includes everything living.

The sacred geometry here implies the connection of astral and physical, in that sense, a truly Godly lifeform, not one trapped merely in a physical material prison, nor one that only belongs on the "astral", but a lifeform that can walk both realms.

Based on sacred geometry, the appearance of these numbers there also indicates that life has a connection to the higher levels of the Divine, acting as an intermediary. In short, human beings are multidimensional, and the real way this can be achieved is through biology. Technology can only help in that regard.

Greys, reptilians and other species, have taken another "Evolutionary" route which is based on merely external technology. They hate so called "biological" life, and they hate humanity with its abilities to naturally procreate and many other things. The hate they hate for humanity is rather explainable, given their own condition and their own aims.

They have lost the ability to connect with the "Divine" or merely the "Godhead" or the "Higher Realms" of consciousness. In replacement for this, they use slaves, which they basically farm alive for their living, emotional and psychic energy. This is like a diabetic that needs insulin, the only difference is this is on a whole other level and it's not about insulin. The greys and reptilians cannot self-produce much of this type of specific energy we humans have.

Belittling spirituality, the human soul, making people into borgs, bringing out soullessness from humans, are all parts of a greater plan to kill whatever makes humans actual lifeforms. This also has a moral and ethical dimension. Now that Saturn is in Aquarius [Satan's Sign], you can see how the anti-life agenda is manifesting really strongly, with the bogus claim that this is happening for the "Benefit" of "Life".

Many thousands of years ago, the earth was attacked by these creatures after they understood what happened here with Satan and the Gods seeding new life here, with the potential to become "As the Gods" or elevate our consciousness like them. For these entities of the kind of the enemy, that is the most threatening thing.

This type of attack appears to have been a vibrational [magickal in terminology we use here], with a mix of technology but also actual invasion. After this, they appear to have dispatched some of their own to create some slave race here to further their agenda while remaining, as one top Rabbi said, "not recognized" and as a "secret agent" in the midst of those people of earth.
The "Transhumanist" agenda implies not external technology, but rather, physically invasive use of technology and slowly replacing the human body with non-biological matter.

The progressive full replacement of the human biological body with other bodies made out of steel, synthetic materials, or other related material byproducts. These materials do not have the necessary properties to connect a being directly to the cosmos, nor to connect one to the so called "Universal Energy" or "Source".

Basic aspects of the human soul [and therefore relation to the universe] would be lost as a result. The end goal for them is to deceive humanity so far with this, that nothing remains out of the human "biological" self, or to lock humanoids into farms that mine them for biological produced psychic energy.

I asked this to Satan in the case I was wondering, why they made us with physical flesh, since it's so fragile, dies and so on. To that extent, he explained that this is the real way to make a spiritual entity, and not any other way. To the effect that they needed "Slaves", you would never make a slave like this. In fact, they are well advanced to create all sorts of robotic and other forms of slaves.

He also explained that the "Flesh is the vehicle", meaning to higher dimensions but also to alchemical transmutation. There is no synthetic or non-biological element that can produce this magnificent outcome like the biological body of man can. Right now, due to lack of knowledge that was removed by the enemy, humanity is lost to understand any of this, a situation the enemy exploits.

When I asked Satan also to show me about why humanity is not "Immortal" now, as it was in the Golden Ages, admittedly I did not understand the response in one go. One part of this involves the sphere of the earth and its vibrational or resonance frequencies. Some of this is related to the enemy, and how their presence, their "veil" and everything else, has degraded humanity considerably.

A part of this has to do with the actual genetic code, which through metagenetic factors and acoustic/vibration science, has "degraded" and is breaking down. One level lower, this has manifested as the lack of specific modulative genes, that make the physical body immortal.

Yet, even if these were to be "injected" in humans, the lack of addressing the spiritual aspect of the Magnum Opus, could never provide full on or permanent perfect immortality, just life expansion [like medicine]. In other words, unless the enemy is destroyed, we change a so called "Yuga", and scientifically advance, those in power are just idiotic jews searching for a carrot that does not exist.

The only way out of this is the Magnum Opus, which is not something the enemy is going to give them, as in the process of building towards this, even their servants will understand what the enemy is trying to do. Through the Magnum Opus, what has been said above can be bent and defeated completely, these above limitations do not matter.

As for the enemy servants that do all they do in waiting for the reptilians or the greys to
help them, upload them, or whatever, they couldn't be more retarded. But I won't describe how they will be exactly destroyed, because they deserve it after their long service against life and the Gods themselves.

Billy will die rotting or be made into an ice block, while hoping he would attain immortality to his shitty reptilian life, or uploading his little brain which he thinks is "consciousness" through a USB cable, and getting himself deleted in the process. Needless to say, except of evil, these people are also quite desperate. Meanwhile, his power will be misused to justify doing blind shots left and right while humanity pays the toll for this.

Except of this being an enemy example, that's also an example of being unspiritual and where this leads. Unspirituality and the enemy are first cousins if not almost identical.

Now, in regards to human advancing technologies, the Gods have shown me they have advanced exoskeletons, out of body devices, technologies that attach on their material body, or things that they wear. Technology is so advanced that my explanations here are rather poor. This technology is supposed to work in a symbiotic noninvasive manner with their biology, like we can imagine could do with human biology. A large part of this is also spiritual, not solely material.

However, they don't violate the inner shell of the human body, as the yolk of the egg does not violate the shell. A more accurate representation wouldn't even be the shell, but rather, the egg-holder. These work in unison only and if needed, but remain different and separate to the users. A cellphone with a touch screen is one example.

Lastly, quite a few people, due to usage of erroneous methods of astral communication, are communicating with very hostile lifeforms that we here know that are the enemy. The average human cannot see this unless by accident or something similar, yet many meditative people who open the "Third Eye" or the ability to see beyond the physical spectrum, might end up seeing them even without wanting to specifically.

Of course, the enemy's top tier ranking ones do know this beyond any doubt. The same goes for many jews and those who are part of this integral agenda.

There are also quite a few people that are into many of these offices and don't really understand how these ideas emerged or where they are coming from, nor they spend enough time to think things over. They never asked themselves any question, nor they wanted to learn more. They just went on with whatever agenda they were given.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666